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ABSTRACT

Many starting teachers of computer science have great professional skill but often lack pedagogical training. Since providing expert mentorship directly during their lessons would be quite costly, institutions usually offer separate teacher training sessions for novice instructors. However, the reflection on teaching performed with a significant delay after the taught lesson limits the possible impact on teachers. To bridge this gap, we introduced a weekly semi-structured reflective practice to supplement the teacher training sessions at our faculty. We created a paper diary that guides the starting teachers through the process of reflection. Over the course of the semester, the diary poses questions of increasing complexity while also functioning as a reference to the topics covered in teacher training. Piloting the diary on a group of 25 novice teaching assistants resulted in overwhelmingly positive responses and provided the teacher training sessions with valuable input for discussion. The diary also turned out to be applicable in a broader context: it was appreciated and used by several experienced university teachers from multiple faculties and even some high-school teachers. The diary is freely available online, including source and print versions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many computer science (CS) faculties employ teaching assistants (TAs) from the ranks of students. This is done for multiple reasons: to integrate prospective Ph.D. and graduate students into academia, to offload the core employees or to cope with the increasing student enrollment [17, 46].

Multiple CS institutions report overwhelmingly positive experience with student TAs [11, 36, 37]. They are proactive, enthusiastic and often able to explain complicated concepts to their fellow students well. Since they still remember the student struggles and can adjust the explanations accordingly, they de facto provide a form of peer tutoring [4], which is often beneficial [44]. Moreover, the TAs themselves strongly benefit from the experience they acquire through teaching. Regardless of whether teaching is their long-term career goal or not, they improve their understanding of CS and soft skills.

The TAs usually have excellent academic performance. However, being knowledgeable in CS does not automatically equal the ability to teach it, and the TAs often have little or no prior pedagogical training1. Although the lecturer oversees the development of their technical skills, there is usually nobody helping them improve their pedagogical skills (see fig. 1). Instead, they are often expected to acquire teaching skills “on the fly”, which decreases the positive impact they can have as teachers and often also lowers their self-esteem. Therefore, the need for TA training is universal, and there were efforts to address it in the context of CS [14, 32].

In 2016, we established a teacher training course for student TAs at our faculty called the “Teaching Lab”. We aim to enhance the quality of teaching CS by improving the skills of new TAs. We also cultivate an active community of CS teachers who share their experiences and best practices. While many interventions can improve teaching, we chose to focus on TAs since they form an important (and often overlooked) portion of the university teaching process.2

Apart from several improvements, the Teaching Lab also introduced two major challenges. Firstly, as literature reviews suggest, there is little evidence regarding the impact of training on teaching [19]. Secondly, the effective improvement of university teachers is based on individual feedback, discussion, and mentoring [18], but there are not enough skilled teachers willing to provide such expert feedback.

We decided to alleviate both these issues by guiding the teachers to self-reflection and subsequent analysis of their experience in the community. By doing so, we aim to enhance their teaching skills, since “effective reflective practice is […] a beginning point in the development of professional knowledge” [28, p. 38].

To support this self-reflection, we created a reflective diary: a semi-structured tool guiding the novice teachers to awareness of their acts (and effects thereof), possible improvements and their strengths/weaknesses. The reflection performed at (or shortly after) the lesson is then revisited and discussed at the regular meeting with other teachers and mentors. The diary also includes a reference to key concepts discussed during the teacher training sessions. Both these aspects allow the diary to bridge the gap between the teacher training sessions and the actual teaching practice of novice TAs.

This paper reports our experience with using the diary and the lessons we have learned. There are two substantial novelties in our approach. Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, the use of reflective

1The TAs in other STEM fields are also poorly prepared for their teaching duties [9].

2For the rest of the paper, we will use the term mentor as a teacher of the teacher training session, TA/teacher as an attendee of the teacher training session, and student as a learner who is taught by the TAs.
2 RELATED WORK

This section deals with reflective practice and its broader context in CS. In particular, it focuses on multiple versions of reflective diaries and their efficiency.

2.1 Reflective Practice in Teaching

One of the first formalizations of reflective practice can be traced to Dewey’s concept of reflective thinking [10]. In the second half of the 20th century, reflective practice was systematically developed in the works of Schön [39], Kolb [24], Boud [6] and Brookfield [7]. Although there is no single accepted definition of reflective practice [21, 33], a common one states it is “a process of learning from experience towards gaining new insights of self and/or practice for future act” [16, p. 15]. Intuitively, reflective practice is systematic thinking about one’s own experience focused on future improvement.

Reflective practice is a core concept for educators and one of the major trends and promising innovations in higher education [43]. Reflective practice as a strategy for professional development is applied in many contexts, such as pre-service teaching, nursing education, medical education, psychotherapy training, management education or engineering education (cf. [2]). Furthermore, the concept of reflective practice is connected with many other educational approaches, such as self-regulated learning [47], experiential learning [20] or work-based learning [41]. In these approaches, many methods for supporting professional development are used, including reflective diaries, lesson reports, surveys and questionnaires, audio and video recordings or observation and action research [15].

Reflective writing has been successfully used also in the area of CS education: reflective activities help improve software design using UML [8] and blogging is utilized as a tool for self-directed learning [30] or as a form of feedback for course evaluation [42]. Furthermore, reflective writing is used for the continuous education of primary and secondary school CS teachers [35]. However, reflective diaries as described above mostly focus on supporting the learning of CS students. Our approach, on the other hand, innovatively concentrates on novice university teachers. Although merely ‘thinking about how you teach’ may seem obvious, proper reflective practice is hard to carry out and even harder to teach [16]. Therefore, we provide a tool – the reflective diary – to help with performing the reflection.

2.2 The Variety of Reflective Diaries

The reflective diary (a.k.a. learning/teaching journal) is one of the most prominent tools for reflective practice. It is a “container for writing that provides students with a framework to structure their thoughts and reflections” [47, p. 6]. This learner-centered activity provides opportunities for self-education and improves performance. Although the literature contains general recommendations for reflective diaries (regarding their content, structure or activities performed with it) [31], usually only ad-hoc supplementary materials are available [1, 38, 40] (and often not the complete diaries).

There are many different types of reflective diaries. We can divide them according to three basic criteria [31]: the internal structure, the number of co-authors and the medium they use.

2.2.1 Internal Structure. Different elements can provide the structure within the diary. Examples include a set of standard or contextualized questions, a timeline for a critical incident, or dialogues (monologues or dialogues). Diaries can be either paper-based or digital. Although a printed version can be seen as a bit more personal, the digital version is more versatile. Examples include blogs used as personal diaries or to retain a record of events, audio recordings (monologues or dialogues), videos or wiki-based systems for collaborative reflective practice.

2.2.2 Number of Authors. A single-author diary serves as a tool for personal development using only self-exploration. A dialogical diary, on the other hand, allows cooperation between the primary author and their supervisor. The access of the supervisor may be limited in some way – e.g., only to observe or comment on existing sections. A particular kind of dialogical diary is a fully collaborative journal by multiple authors.

2.2.3 Medium Type. A reflective diary can be either paper-based or digital. Although a printed version can be seen as a bit more personal, the digital version is more versatile. Examples include blogs used as personal diaries or to retain a record of events, audio recordings (monologues or dialogues), videos or wiki-based systems for collaborative reflective practice.

2.3 The Evaluation of Reflective Diaries

Research shows that a reflective diary is a useful tool for improving both student and teacher performance. On the one hand, literature reviews document the effectiveness of diaries for university students, enabling them to advance in their field of study – examples include pre-service teachers [27], nursing teachers [13] and higher education in general [12]. On the other hand, a reflective diary was used for supporting the career of starting university teachers [5]. In an open-ended questionnaire of 64 participants, 80% found journal writing beneficial. According to their opinions, it helped to reflect on their teaching (80%), improved their teaching (81%), and helped link theory and practice (67%) [5]. Our paper is of more qualitative nature, focusing more on the experience from using the reflective journal.

3 THE REFLECTIVE DIARY

This section presents the reflective diary as a tool for integrating teacher training sessions with teaching practice. Firstly, we explain the context leading to the creation of the diary and the principles we employed. Secondly, we outline individual sections of the diary and...
discuss their aim. Lastly, we give details on a pilot use of the diary that provided us with the lessons learned described in section 4.

3.1 The Wider Context

The diary was created to improve teacher training sessions at the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Czech Republic. It is a CS faculty with approximately 1,400 students and about 460 people participating in teaching. Out of these, roughly 100 is the regular faculty staff, 80 are members of other faculties and institutions at the university, 110 are external contractors, 55 are Ph.D. students, 50 are graduate (Master’s) students, and the remaining 65 are undergraduate (Bachelor’s) students. Every semester, about 40 new people start teaching (mostly bright graduates or beginning Ph.D. students who start as TAs). At the same time, a similar number of people stop teaching (mostly graduate students leaving the faculty), keeping the total number somewhat steady.

The TAs participate in a wide variety of courses. Content-wise, the courses span a full CS curriculum, including programming, software engineering, algorithms, formal languages, and discrete mathematics. The form of the courses also varies considerably: from courses featuring explanation in front of the board to those involving individual computer work. As a result, the roles of the TAs vary across the courses: they can lecture, tutor, mentor, grade assignments or consult projects.

As can be seen, students at our faculty form an essential part of teaching. Thus, there is a crucial need to develop their skills. In the past, however, the faculty did not offer any pedagogical training to the student TAs. This situation changed in 2016 when we introduced the Teaching Lab (a teacher training course) and started building the community of skilled teachers open to discussing the issues they face in teaching. The course is intended for approximately 20 attendees who are actively tutoring seminars. It is not mandatory, but 3 credits are awarded for successful accomplishment. In the weekly sessions, we introduce TAs to a variety of relevant topics, including but not limited to: group interactions, asking clear questions, using common teaching tools, creating innovative activities, lesson planning and defining learning outcomes.

We highlight that Teaching Lab is a bottom-up initiative of the TAs from inside the faculty. As a result, the teacher training is not generic but takes into account the specifics of teaching CS. Moreover, it encourages discussion on how to improve particular courses at our institution. So far, the course opened three times. In the latest run, we introduced the reflective diary.

3.2 Creating the Reflective Diary

Our motivation for creating the reflective diary was twofold. Firstly, we wanted the TAs to become reflective practitioners in teaching. Since literature suggests that teachers do not often reflect on their teaching [23], we are focusing (in accord with Hussein [22]) on the means of supporting reflection. The diary can function as the first step to learn from own progress without the costly need of expert mentors. Secondly, we wanted to encourage using the content (such as concepts and tools) discussed in the Teaching Lab classes. If novice teachers apply the discussed concepts and tools themselves, they gain personal experience on what works and when.

When developing the diary, we had two additional design goals: to keep it modular (and thus widely applicable) and easily approachable even by unskilled teachers. The high modularity is necessary because of the heterogeneity of courses taught by our novice teachers. Furthermore, it may allow the adoption of the diary outside of the Teaching Lab community. The reason for easy approachability is that the primary target audience is undergraduate and graduate students teaching their first semester, often with no prior formal teacher training.

Keeping the motivations and design goals in mind, a handful of active and experienced students and teachers (mainly the authors of the paper) drafted the structure of the diary. In comparison with the diaries listed in section 2.2, ours is more structured and enriched with the methodical materials. The process continued by gathering and incorporating suggestions from other members of the Teaching Lab community. It took about three months to develop the first release version from the conception of the idea to print. We preferred paper as a medium as it is easier to develop and work with compared to electronic applications.

3.3 Structure of the Diary

A basic overview of the reflective diary is shown in fig. 2. It has 48 pages in A6 format to comfortably fit into one’s pocket. After opening the diary, the introduction explains the importance of reflection. It is followed by the structured space for individual weeks guiding the TA’s regular reflection. The diary concludes with a teacher evaluation rubric reminding you what you want to improve and a short reference handbook for concepts and tools discussed in the Teaching Lab sessions. The diary is typeset in \TeX and version-controlled, allowing for easy modification. It exists in English and Czech versions. Both the sources and the compiled documents ready for print are available on GitHub [29].

3.3.1 Diary Introduction. The diary starts with brief reasoning about the usefulness of reflective practice in teaching and several instructions for use (most notably to use it regularly). To aid the correct use, the main goals of the diary are then transparently summarized: 1) it reminds one to reflect on one’s teaching, 2) it provides a convenient place to collect notes for the future, 3) it helps to see different aspects of teaching and 4) it enables to track progress.

3.3.2 Weekly Reflection Pages. The core of the diary is formed by 14 double-page spreads providing enough reflection space for all semester weeks. Each consists of a part to be filled in before the lesson, another part for after the lesson and a full page for notes. The ‘before’ part encourages the teacher to plan the timeline of the lesson, set learning outcomes or prepare other interaction (e.g., What precedents do I want to set?, What questions do I plan to ask the group?). The ‘after’ part serves for recording subjective satisfaction (What is my lesson satisfaction?), highlighting the most prominent successes and opportunities for improvement (What worked well? What could have been better?) as well as other useful attributes (e.g., Which questions did work in the class? Which did not?). The extra space for comments always has multiple questions pre-printed in gray to guide the teacher if they cannot think of anything to note down (e.g., How many group questions did I ask? How many questions did the students ask me? Was that too few, enough or too many?).
The structure and questions on the weekly reflection pages evolve throughout the semester to gradually deepen the reflection. In the beginning, the questions are accompanied by short explanations (e.g., What is the structure of the lesson? Outline 2–6 blocks on the timeline below). Even more importantly, the questions change according to what is relevant in the particular part of the semester: At the beginning, they revolve around precedents, norms, (un)wanted interactions, asking the right questions or identifying teaching problems. In the end of the semester (as more advanced concepts are discussed at the Teaching Lab sessions), they concern higher-level thinking such as what does the course final exam test, whether the course has adequately covered the intended lesson plan. Nevertheless, I’m usually unable to adapt their lesson plans to the specifics of what they want to improve. It consists of 14 independent attributes/teaching skills for self-assessment of one’s abilities on a scale 1-9 (descriptions provided for the unaware practitioner, the beginner and the guru). We selected the skills based on what we observed in the literature [26, 34].

3.3.3 **Teacher Evaluation Rubric.** The next part is a scoring rubric for self-assessment of teaching skills, which reminds the teachers of what they want to improve. It consists of 14 independent attributes/teaching skills (not exhaustive but quite representative). For each attribute, one can self-assess their skills on a scale from 1 to 9 with three prominent points described in detail (the unaware, the beginner and the guru). We selected the skills based on what we focus on in the Teaching Lab, which also overlaps with best teaching practices in the literature [26, 34].

Let us illustrate it on an example of a single attribute – *Flexibility/adjustments on the spot.* The label of the teacher unaware of this aspect of teaching reads: Unaware: I do not consciously respond to situations arising at the lesson. The beginner practitioner is described as: Beginner: I am aware of moments where it may be interesting or useful to deviate from the intended lesson plan. Nevertheless, I’m usually unable to react appropriately on the spot. And the guru level is described as: Guru: I’m able to adjust my lessons on the fly according to the situation and students’ needs. I know enough tools and can use them effectively.

The usage of the scoring rubric is twofold. Primarily, it allows identifying one’s weak spots and tracking improvement. At the beginning of the semester, the owner of the diary assesses themselves in all areas in the rubric and chooses 1–3 skills to concentrate on in the upcoming semester. They can also think of specific indicators if they want to be extra thorough. At the end of the semester, they complete the whole rubric again to see their (self-perceived) progress. Another option is to treat the rubric as a manifesto – the guru descriptions represent our view of the skills great teachers have. Naming and listing these skills enables the teachers to reflect on them with their colleagues.

3.3.4 **Reference Handbook.** The last part of the diary is a small handbook, which summarizes the concepts and tools discussed during the teacher training sessions. There is a page on indicators (directly observable aspects of teaching) that the teacher can track to help them reflect, evaluate and improve their lessons. Next, the Revised Bloom’s taxonomy [25] is summarized along with suggested action verbs to help the teacher think about learning outcomes. Then the diary includes a list of teaching tools introduced at the Teaching Lab sessions. This list eases the adoption of the tools by novice teachers as it works as a short and comprehensive reminder. The tools span across multiple aspects, from the ones that help structure the lesson better, through ones that help assign tasks clearly and efficiently, to ways to create new tasks/exercises or to think about the broader context of the course. The section ends with several empty pages for the owner’s personal remarks.

3.4 **The Pilot Use of the Diary.** In the latest run of the Teaching Lab in fall 2017, we deliberately focused on reflective practice. Before the start of the semester, we handed out reflective diaries to 25 attendees of the course as a compulsory part of the training. Each week, they journaled about their teaching experiences, reflected on them, and shared their findings during the Teaching Lab sessions with their peers and the mentors. Furthermore, we complemented the self-reflection with compulsory peer evaluation, where they observed a peer’s teaching practice and provided feedback. Additionally, we offered the diary to several interested senior teachers, who volunteered to try it out. At the end of the semester, we collected feedback from all the participants in an audio-recorded focus group discussion and over e-mail.

Our case study has some limitations. First, there is a strong self-selection bias regarding the users of the diary. Since Teaching Lab is
We present three significant successes: Using the diary supported TAs attending the Teaching Lab and about five members of the regular staff. Nevertheless, the diary was primarily meant to help novice CS teachers, so inapplicability in other fields is not that troublesome. Third, an interviewer bias might be present as the diary authors were present in the focus group discussion and also evaluated the e-mail feedback. To mitigate this, three people analyzed the inputs independently.

4 LESSONS LEARNED

This section presents the lessons learned based on the experience of about 30 teachers from our faculty who used the diary (25 student TAs attending the Teaching Lab and about five members of the regular staff). We share the gathered feedback (including anonymized direct quotations) complemented by our own experience. Furthermore, we discuss the implications and, based on them, suggest future improvements in the next section.

4.1 Successes

We present three significant successes: Using the diary supported the teachers in reflecting on their practice and connected the teacher training sessions to teaching practice more tightly. Moreover, the diary had a broader impact extending outside of our faculty.

4.1.1 Supporting the Reflective Practice. Owning a diary worked as a reminder for the teachers to reflect on their experiences after each lesson. We hypothesize that the diary not only supported but often initiated the process of reflection.

“[...] before the lesson I noted down ‘this must be mentioned to students’ so as not to forget.”

Perhaps surprisingly, for some, the diary also worked as a motivator to teach better.

“[The diary] had a motivational effect: it made me plan something remarkable so that I would be able to write it into the section listing what went well.”

Next, the diary allowed teachers to gather ideas before, during, and after a lesson. It helped them to keep track of the notes and suggestions for future improvements.

“I could tidy up all the ideas of what went well and what didn’t in a single place. If the yellow diary didn’t shine brightly on my desk, I would probably not do it at all. And since it’s in the diary, I know where to find it [...]”

“I will use it even more the following year when I’ll be checking up the diary in the morning.”

Moreover, using the diary raised awareness about reflecting on one’s teaching, which cultivated the environment at the faculty. By journaling, the TAs formulated ideas for discussion among themselves. In hindsight, they considered using the diary to be a good experience and did not oppose to having it compulsory.

4.1.2 Connecting Teacher Training Sessions and Actual Teaching. The diary also acts as a handbook: it summarizies concepts and tools discussed in the Teaching Lab sessions. This helped the starting teachers try out and perfect new approaches in their classes.

“[Thanks to the diary] I have a list of tools and activities to use together in one place.”

What is more, the diary seems to have increased the teachers’ preparation effort, which, arguably, improved their teaching.

“[Thanks to the diary] I had put more effort into lesson preparation during the semester. I really filled it in up to about 11th week of the semester.”

4.1.3 Having a Broader Impact. As it was initially not intended, we consider reaching people outside the Teaching Lab community as a major success. The diary attracted the attention of several other student TAs and a few employees of other institutions within our university. Some of them actively used the diary and provided feedback corresponding to the findings above. Furthermore, we mentioned the diary at relevant events (such as ACM ITiCSE), multiple individuals intended to adapt and use it and promised to share their experience. Teacher training centers at three major Czech universities consider adopting the diary as well. Outside the university realm, a few secondary school teachers were excited and used the diary.

4.2 Challenges

The adopters of the diary encountered three major challenges: irregular use, clashes with other tools and a poor fit for the class format.

4.2.1 Dropout and Irregular Use. As could be expected, not everyone used the diary regularly for the whole semester. Especially people not enrolled in the Teaching Lab (i.e., those not required to use it) dropped out after several weeks.

“I wanted to use it, I printed it, but my enthusiasm lasted only for the first few weeks (about four).”

Others did not use it soon enough after their lesson. This is a problem, since those who did not reflect on a lesson immediately or shortly after usually forgot the details or did not reflect at all.

“I have a bad experience with filling the diary in too late [after the lesson] [...] I appeal to everyone to reserve 5–10 minutes right after the lesson [to fill in the diary].”

What is more, the part ‘before the lesson’ should be completed before a lesson.

“I would advise] to fill the ‘before’ part really before the lesson. In 75% of the cases, I filled it in only after the lesson – but in the remaining 25% it really helped me to think more about the upcoming lesson.”

4.2.2 Clashes with Other Tools. Some teachers (both those enrolled in the Teaching Lab and senior ones) already used other means of lesson planning and evaluation (paper or electronic). Therefore, updating the diary sometimes clashed with other tools. For example, some courses require TAs to write weekly reports from the seminars to the leading lecturer. In these cases, people were often unsure of what to write in the diary and what to write in the report.
when we write it [in the report] to the professor, one does not want to rewrite everything into the diary.”

Other courses feature errata documents for the course materials (such as slides or exercises). When a teacher discovers an error and notes it down in the diary (which is conveniently accessible when reflecting), they have to rewrite it elsewhere later on.

4.2.3 Poor Fit for Class Format. The reflective diary was created mainly with weekly lessons in mind. Therefore, the structure did not fit some TAs teaching other types of classes.

“I taught two seminar groups – each one bi-weekly and thus the seminars repeated. Apart from that, I taught no theory [...] if I taught [weekly] ‘Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science’, I would use the diary more often or more effectively.”

As mentioned in section 3.1, the teaching approaches and formats used in different courses vary significantly. The above observation shows that the diary is not yet modular enough to accommodate this.

4.3 Observations

Finally, we share participants’ comments that can be classified as neither positive nor negative. These include comments on the medium, format and amount of internal structure. Overall, the diary sections are structured loosely enough to be easily adaptable to one’s needs. However, this might have resulted in different ways of use and thus different (and sometimes contradicting) wishes.

4.3.1 Medium and Format. Some TAs suggested that an electronic version (e.g., a mobile app), would be more practical. Others opposed this view and liked the printed version. Of these, some would appreciate a bigger format (e.g., A5-sized) to accommodate more detailed lesson plans while others liked the small and handy A6 size.

4.3.2 Amount of Internal Structure. Finally, some users (especially the beginners) wanted even more questions in the section for free notes to guide their reflection. These generally also wanted more content in the handbook section (e.g., extended and more detailed accounts of tools and concepts discussed at the Teaching Lab). Others (usually the more advanced teachers) sometimes disregarded the guiding questions or had already asked them implicitly and thus used the handbook section minimally.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We devise directions for future work from the lessons learned described in the previous section. Considering the successes (section 4.1), we plan to keep the reflective diary a compulsory part of the Teaching Lab, since the usage of the diary turned out to be beneficial according to both the mentors and the teachers. Moreover, we will strengthen guided reflection and experience sharing during the sessions to enhance the connection between teacher training and practice. Finally, as we have seen interest from other groups (language teachers, other institutions), it may be worth initiating proper cooperation with them.

Regarding the challenges (section 4.2), it seems that the dropout is mostly the result of teachers having too much other work and therefore finding the diary expendable. It may be caused by some TAs not perceiving the diary as something that immediately improves their teaching. In the next semester, we will, therefore, emphasize that the benefits of using the diary may become apparent only in the long-term perspective, urging the users to attempt using for a longer time. Furthermore, we will advise them to reserve a short time slot right after the lesson for reflection as doing it later turned out to have limited impact. As for the tool clash (having/using other tools for feedback and reflection), we will ask the teachers what tools they already use and openly discuss how to achieve synergy by incorporating the reflective diary along with them. We will also proactively address how to adjust the individual parts of the diary for teachers with non-standard lessons (e.g., those having only consultations).

As for the observations (section 4.3), we are currently not planning to design an electronic version. Although it could be useful if we wanted to analyze the content of the diaries in more detail, this is not our primary aim, and the development would be quite time-consuming. However, creating two formats (A6 and A5) is feasible and could be helpful for some. Another alternative is a diary with addable/removable pages. Such an adjustable design could optionally accommodate lesson plans or a more detailed version for novices while allowing the advanced teachers to remove the content they would not use anymore.

6 CONCLUSION

We created the Teacher’s reflective diary for novice university instructors – a simple yet powerful tool for professional development of CS teachers. Through guided self-reflective journaling combined with a reference handbook, the TAs practically applied concepts from the teacher training and increased self-awareness of their teaching. Since the TAs used the diary in a wide range of CS courses, we gathered rich insight on what worked well and what could be improved. Moreover, the inputs from the TAs’ diaries contributed to an open discussion and sharing of experiences in Teaching Lab sessions, cultivating the teaching environment at our institution.

The diary is unique in providing a structured guide for reflection. Based on the thorough literature review, we argue that the diary is the first tool of its kind focused on TAs in CS. Therefore, we encourage fellow CS teachers to use the diary at their institutions and recommend it to TAs. Both the LATEX sources and the compiled documents ready for printing are available on GitHub [29] for free under a Creative Commons license. While our initial goal was to create the diary for CS university teachers, with very little modification it turned out to work well also outside the context of CS and outside universities.
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